Enhanced cochlear acoustic sensitivity and susceptibility to endotoxin are induced by adrenalectomy and reversed by corticosterone supplementation in rat.
Glucocorticoid receptors are widely distributed in the cochlea but their role remains poorly known. Previous studies provided contradictory reports on a possible cochlear acoustic hypersensitivity induced by adrenal insufficiency, while several experiments agree on a significant action of glucocorticoid receptors in adverse conditions such as acoustic trauma and restraint stress. The present experiments confirmed a cochlear acoustic hypersensitivity induced by adrenalectomy and reversed by corticosterone supplementation. These observations point to a significant role of corticosteroids in basal cochlear functioning. The glucocorticoids are known to be essential for limiting and resolving inflammatory processes. The endotoxin Escherichia coli lipopolysaccharide is widely used to induce inflammatory reactions. However, in various organs several toxic processes of this endotoxin are not influenced by glucocorticoids. From previous experiments on the cochlea there is no evidence that glucocorticoids are an essential factor against endotoxin cochlear toxicity. In the present experiments it was found that adrenalectomy greatly increased the cochlear susceptibility to endotoxin; the effect was reversed by providing corticosterone supplementation. This shows the essential role of corticosterone in this cochlear inflammation model. In previous studies local administration (at the cochlear base) of endotoxin was used and losses of cochlear acoustic sensitivity were found predominantly at high frequencies; in contrast, the systemic injection used in this study produced a cochlear loss of acoustic sensitivity at all frequencies, indicating a uniform cochlear sensitivity to the toxic effects of endotoxin.